
 

Friends of All Saints and St Margaret's  

 

Bonus Ball Scheme  
 

 

The Scheme shall be open to all Parents, Staff, Governors or an adult  

related to a child whom attends either school. 

 

Every number will cost £1 with a weekly winner of £30 

 

There will initially be 57 out of 59 numbers available but if there is enough interest shown to allow 

us to run with 2 sets of numbers that would be fine, if needs be to accommodate running two sets 

we will incorporate using a few numbers as roll-over numbers to add the chance of a roll-over 

hence doubling to winning amount, if we are only able to run one set and hold names on a reserve 

list should for any reason a number become unallocated then these will be reallocated from the 

reserve list  

 

The 2 numbers initially not available for choice will be chosen at random via number generator and 

these will be the schools allocated numbers  

 

There will be no restrictions to how many numbers one person can purchase  

but preferably we'd like a max of two to allow everyone a chance to join  

 

Members will be given the opportunity to chose their number(s) in person at school  

or via messenger until all numbers are taken   

  

All money for the weekly draw to be drawn on the Saturday by the national lottery  

must be paid in full by close of the school day on the Thursday prior to the draw  

payment can be made via parent pay or in cash by arrangement with the friends that being  

Claire Tabb, Bernie Bowler or Andrew Cartwright not the school offices. 

 

If payment is not paid for 2 consecutive weeks then the owner will be removed from the scheme 

and number reallocated, the owner will be reminded of this after the first missed payment  

 

If there are no names in reserve then any unallocated numbers will be offered to those on the 

scheme if no one takes up the number it will be allocated as a Roll Over  

 

The winning number and holder of each draw will be  

announced over the weekend via fofassm messenger  

and the winner or an appointed contact will be paid in cash on the Monday  

following the draw during school time. 

Alternative arrangements will be made for payment of winnings  

should school be closed on the Monday. 


